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Market Overview The upcoming signing of a trade deal between US and China is boosting 
the Chinese currency. The yuan appreciated for a fifth day today, 
strengthening 0.2% to 6.8995 against the US dollar for the highest level 
since July, in offshore trading in Hong Kong. The onshore yuan also 
strengthened 0.3% to 6.9023 against the greenback, the strongest level in 
five months. The hang Seng Index advanced 1.1% to 28,954 at the close 
with an increasing turnover of HKD111.8b. Technology stocks and 
companies linked to electrical cars led gainers on optimism over the 
development of the 5G network and government subsidies.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Hong Kong Bank  
The first virtual bank to launch trial operations, ZA Bank, is offering a 6% introductory deposit rate for 
three month deposits up to HKD200k. Seven other banks will launch operations over the next few months 
and investors have to keep an eye on what rates they offer. If multiple banks offer well above 3% on 
deposits, it will add further pressure on funding on Hong Kong banks.  
 
Macau Gaming 
Macau recorded 4Q19 gross gaming revenue of MOP72.2b, which was +2% QoQ. This was weaker than 
normal seasonality of +5% QoQ growth. Be segment, market estimates VIP declined 35% YoY, while mass 
and slot grew 6% YoY in 4Q. It is expected that the industry's overall EBITDA fell 2% YoY, which was 
caused by negative operating leverage, bad debt provision and higher staff bonuses. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Anta Sports (2020 HK)  
Two news: (1) issued EUR1b zero coupon guaranteed convertible bonds due 2025; (2) announced its 4Q19 
operational data. Retail sales of Anta branded product, Fila branded products and other branded products 
increased by high-teens YoY, 50%-55% YoY and 25-30% YoY, respectively.  
  
Seazen (1030 HK) 
The company announced to place up to 311m shares at a price of HKD8.78 per share, representing c.5.3% 
of its existing shares and c.3% discount to its last closing price. The gross proceeds from the placing are 
expected to be c.HKD2.7b.  
 
Vinda (3331 HK)  
Vinda announced that its 2019 operating profit and net profit will increase >50% and >70% YoY, 
respectively, based on the preliminary review. Its 2019 net profit was c.10% higher than consensus 
estimates. The growth was mainly driven by the favorable raw material prices, continuous revenue 
growth and improved product mix. 
 
West China Cement (1313 HK) 
The company released positive profit alert, expecting to record a substantial increase in net profit for 
2019. The growth was mainly supported by the cement average selling prices have increased moderately 
in 2019. Its 11M19 revenue recorded an increase of c.22% YoY. With limited new supplies in Shaanxi, 
market expects a further lift in demand in the market to push full-year average cement prices up to a 
high level in 2020.  
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